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4
Cross-over from 1D to 2D - Space Charge

Limited Conduction in Pentacene Single

Crystals∗

We report the cross-over from 1D to 2D - space charge limited conduction in

pentacene single crystals with planar contacts. The space charge is confined to

the in plane longitudinal direction for L/h ≤ 15, with L the contact separation

and h the sample thickness. For L/h > 250 the space charge is dominated by the

transverse component of the electric field.

∗This Chapter is adapted from O. D. Jurchescu, and T. T. M. Palstra, Appl. Phys. Lett.

88, 122101 (2006)
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66 Chapter 4. Cross-over from 1D to 2D - SCLC in Pentacene Single Crystals

4.1 Introduction

Small molecule organic crystals can exhibit large electronic mobilities at room

temperature, if local impurities and extended defects, such as grain boundaries,

can be minimized. Thus, single crystals can provide information about the in-

trinsic electronic transport properties [1–6]. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the

transport parameters can be difficult because of the charge injection at the in-

terface, or the non-uniform nature of charge carrier density, current density, and

electric field under non-ohmic conditions. The evaluation of the electronic mo-

bility depends strongly on the correctness of the relationship between electronic

parameters, including mobility, charge density etc., but also on the associated

geometry that is used.

In this chapter we analyze the current flow across pentacene single crystals

with planar contacts. Our study focuses on the electric field E pattern for parallel

planar contacts with different gap separations L, in the space-charge-limited-

current (SCLC) regime. We discuss the effect of the geometric parameter L/h,

with h the crystal thickness, and the anisotropy of the mobility on the electric

field distribution inside the semiconductor. Effects like surface scattering, charge

diffusion, surface traps [7] and surface polarization are neglected. We observe a

gradual transition from a 1- to 2-dimensional (D) space charge limited conduction

as L/h increases.

4.2 Space-charge-limited-current theories for semi-

conductors

4.2.1 Mott-Gurney model

The charge transport in organic conductors is often limited by the emergence of

space charges. There are two limiting geometries to evaluate the conduction. The

Mott-Gurney theory [8] describes the current-voltage characteristics for sandwich-

type contact geometries (Fig. 4.1(a)) for materials with one type of trap (the

majority trap) distributed uniformly in space (density Nt), having one discrete

energy level (Et). This is a 1D theory in which the electric field, as well as the

space charge, are confined to the channel. Mott-Gurney model gives an expression

of the current density versus applied voltage:

J =
9

8
Θε0εrµ

V 2

L3
. (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Electrode configuration: (a) sandwich-type geometry-side view, (b)

gap-type geometry-side view, (c) gap-type geometry-top view (used

in this study).

Here, J is the current density for the applied voltage V , Θ the trapping factor,

L the electrode separation, εr the relative dielectric constant of the material, and

µ the carrier mobility. A detailed description of this model was presented in

Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.

4.2.2 Geurst model

Geurst analyzed theoretically space-charge-limited-currents in thin semiconduc-

tors layers for a gap-structure geometry [9] (Fig. 4.1(b)). Here, the thickness of

the film is negligible with respect to the separation between the contacts. For this

2D model the longitudinal component of the electric field is responsible for the

charge transport and the transversal component, perpendicular to the conduction

channel, is determined by the magnitude of the space charge. This analysis leads

to an expression in which the value of the current I depends quadratically on

the applied voltage V , is proportional to the relative dielectric constant of the

material, εr, and inversely proportional to the square of L, the distance between

the contacts:

I =
2

π
ε0εrµ

V 2

L2
(4.2)

Zuleeg et al. [10] have introduced the width of the electrodes, W , into the

expression of Eq. 4.2. This model improves the approximation of Geurst of infinite

long contact length.

Thus, the space-charge-limited current at high voltages varies with L−3 in the
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Mott-Gurney 1D theory (Eq. 4.1) and with L−2 in Geurst 2D model (Eq. 4.2). The

former was used to estimate the hole mobility in tetracene [11] and rubrene [12]

single crystals with parallel plate electrodes. It was also applied for analyzing

pentacene single crystals [5,13] and TCNQ-coronene cocrystals [14] in a gap−type

geometry, with a conduction channel length comparable to the thickness of the

crystals. The model of Geurst was used to describe the charge transport of thin

layers of crystalline Se [15], in which the proportionality of the current with L−2

was observed.

4.3 Space charge limited currents in pentacene

single crystals with planar contacts

The question we address is for which parameters the 1D-model can be used for

planar contacts, and when the transition to the 2D-model takes place. We show

experimentally that for small L/h ratios, the Mott-Gurney type behavior is ob-

served. Due to the resistivity anisotropy in different crystallographic directions

and short conduction path, the current penetrates only a fraction of the crystal

thickness (heff ), and the electric field is homogenous. We find that for pentacene

single crystals the 1D SCLC model is accurate for L/h < 15, whereas the 2D

model applies for L/h > 250. The transition takes place gradually and follows

the changes in the value of L/h.

4.3.1 Experimental procedure

Platelets of high purity pentacene single crystals were grown from double subli-

mation cleaned [5] powder from Aldrich. Physical vapor transport in a horizontal

glass tube under a stream of argon was used [16], as described in Chapter 2. The

geometry of the crystals is maximally 4 × 4 mm in plane and thickness typically

of 15 − 20 µm. Silver epoxy contacts were painted parallel on the crystal with

a distance varying between 60 µm and 3 mm, limited by the dimensions of the

crystals (Fig. 4.1(c)). We used a Keithley 237 Source Measure Unit to perform

the electrical characterization. All I −V curves were taken at room temperature,

in darkness and a vacuum of 10−6 mbar, to avoid environmental effects [17]. For

each single crystal of thickness h, a voltage Vij was applied across different pair

of electrodes i and j attached to the sample at a distance Lij and the value of

the current Iij was measured. The source contact was kept the same to minimize

contact effects [7], and the drain was changed.
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Figure 4.2: Double logarithmic plot of the current at constant bias for different

ratios of the planar electrode distance L with respect to the crystal

thickness h. The lines are guides for the eyes and correspond to 1D

model (slope -3) and 2D model (slope -2) respectively. The inset rep-

resents the derivative d(logI)/d(logL) versus L/h. The positions with

values of 2 and 3, indicating the two considered models are marked.

The data were obtained for one crystal with multiple contacts at room

temperature.

4.3.2 Charge transport in the SCLC regime

The I −V curves are ohmic at small biases (IΩ ∝ V ), and quadratic at high volt-

ages
(

ISCLC ∝ V 2
)

. Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the electrical current I at

constant bias voltage for a crystal of h = 20 µm thickness and different contact

spacings, Lij (60 µm < Lij < 3 mm), in the SCLC regime. The width of the

contacts is approx W = 200 µm. The results are presented as a function of the ra-

tio L/h. The inset shows the logarithmic derivative, d(logI)/d(logL) versus L/h,

with a value −3 corresponding to the 1D conduction, and −2 to the 2D model.

As it can be observed from this graph, at small L/h ratios the bulk charges are

dominant and at high ratios the surface charges determine the conduction. For

L/h ≤ 15, there is a good correspondence between the present experiment that we

performed on a crystal with planar contacts and the analytical solution described
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by Mott-Gurney for devices with parallel plate electrodes
(

I ∝ L−3
)

[8]. This

is due to the fact that at small electrode spacing L, the electric field inside the

semiconductor is relatively uniform (Elong) and parallel to the conduction path.

Moreover, when this distance is small, and considering the anisotropy of mobility

in pentacene single crystals, the current is confined to the surface of the conduc-

tor [18]. We demonstrate that the 1D theory (Eq. 4.1) has a relatively limited

range of validity in case of planar parallel electrodes. It is clear from Figure 4.2

that in this geometry the surface contributions become gradually dominant as

L/h increases. The surface charge density gives rise to the normal component of

the electric field (Etrans) and the electric field obtains more pronounced 2D char-

acteristics. Thus the 1D space charge approximation is not valid in this regime

and the field distribution within the single crystal must be taken into account [19].

The electric field E becomes not uniform inside the crystal. With increasing L,

the transverse electric field results in I ∝ L−α, with α ranging from 3 to 2 (see

the inset in Fig. 4.2). We couldn’t reach the I ∝ L−2 regime, corresponding to

Geurst’s analysis (Eq. 4.2) [9], as we were limited by the size of the crystals.

4.3.3 Evaluation of mobility for sandwich-type and gap-

type structures

In the following section we will use the SCLC technique to calculate the value of

mobility in pentacene single crystals. We compare the results obtained for the

mobility in the a−b plane with the two types of contact geometry described in this

study. Pentacene presents one morphology in the single crystal phase: triclinic,

with spacegroup P 1̄ [20]. The crystals are formed by herringbone-type packing

in layers. The molecular packing determines the electronic behavior. Because of

different bonding and antibonding patterns, the effective mass exhibits different

values for the three crystallographic directions [21]. This results in a strong

anisotropy of the carrier mobility, as is often observed for molecular crystals [1,6].

The mobility is higher along the crystallographic direction in which the bonding

or antibonding is dominant. This anisotropy influences the value of the L/h

parameter at which the transition between 1D and 2D space charges occurs. We

expect that for other molecular crystals the transition from 1D to 2D transport

takes place for different geometrical parameters, due to their different mobility

anisotropy.

Figure 4.3 shows the device configurations and current density J versus applied

bias V for one pentacene crystal within the a− b plane, using sandwich-type and

gap-type architectures. The ratio L/h = 25 in this case sets the system in the first
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Figure 4.3: Current density J vs. applied voltage V for pentacene single crystal

at room temperature, in the dark and a vacuum of 10−6 mbar for gap

structure contact geometry (�), and sandwich structure configuration

(◦)
.

part of the intermediate regime, where the conduction is dominated by the 1D

space-charges. This allows us, in first approximation, to use Eq. 4.1 to estimate the

value of the mobility (µ) for this crystal. At low voltages, the current is ohmic. At

higher voltages, the square law dependence of the current with the applied voltage

is observed, corresponding to the SCLC regime (Fig. 4.3). Small deviations from

the linear and quadratic regimes can be attributed to the non-linear contribution

of Schottky barriers formed at the metal/pentacene interfaces. As the trap-free

limit was not reached, µ can not be determined, but only the value of the product

Θµ can be calculated. For the gap − type geometry two contacts are deposited

on top of the crystal and the I − V curve is measured. When the measurements

are completed, the parts of the crystal that were covered with metal are removed

and new metal contacts are painted parallel to the thickness of the remaining

crystal (h), for the sandwich-type geometry. The calculation of the mobility with

sandwich configuration is straight forward. The device geometry is similar to

the one of a capacitor and the electric field is constant and oriented along the

direction in which the current is measured. From Eq. 4.1, in which the geometrical

factors of the crystal are introduced (L×W × h = 500× 200× 20 µm), a value of

(Θµ)sandwich = 12 cm2/Vs is obtained. In the case of gap−type structure, we can
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see from Figure 4.2 that, as L/h > 15, the electric field will exhibit deviations from

the idealized 1D form, and the use of simple Mott-Gurney theory is not valid.

Moreover, this model underestimates the value of the mobility: (Θµ)gap = 7.2

cm2/Vs. This comes from the fact that the current flow is not homogenously

distributed along the entire thickness of the crystal (h), but confined to the surface

due to the anisotropy of pentacene.

4.3.4 Resistivity anisotropy effects - effective thickness

We use the Montgomery method [18] to determine the effective thickness (heff )

penetrated by the electric field lines in the gap configuration. The input for this

algorithm are the values of the components of the resistivity tensor along the

three crystallographic directions (a, b in-plane and c∗ perpendicular to the plane:

ρa = 1.3 · 106 Ωm, ρb = 4.7 · 105 Ωm, ρc∗ = 2.1 · 108 Ωm), and their correspondent

electrodes separation on the crystal (x, y, z). We transform this anisotropic solid

into the equivalent isotropic system of dimensions x′, y′, z′, using van der Pauw’s

expression [22]:

zeff

(x · y)
1
2

=
(ρa · ρb)

1
4

ρ
1
2
c∗

·
z′eff

(x′ · y′)
1
2

. (4.3)

Here zeff and z′eff are the effective thickness for the anisotropic and isotropic

system, respectively. The second factor of the expression is the normalized ef-

fective thickness in the isotropic material, which is the abscissa of the graph

proposed by Montgomery (Fig. 2 in Ref. [18]). The normalized sample thickness

in the isotropic space can be calculated from:

z′

(x′ · y′)
1
2

=
ρ

1
2
c∗

(ρa · ρb)
1
4

·
z

(x · y)
1
2

= 1.036. (4.4)

The effective thickness depends on the ration x/z, in the anisotropic pentacene

single crystal (Eq. 4.4, Eq. 4.5), which corresponds to the order parameter L/h

that we have used. Different curves are obtained for different ratios of the in −
plane directions. For this particular geometry:

y′

x′
= (

ρb

ρa
)

1
2 ·

y

x
= 0.24. (4.5)

Thus, the normalized effective thickness of this system is 0.715. This leads

to the value of zeff = 0.33 · z, corresponding to heff = 0.33 · h. From Eq. 4.1,

the value of (Θµ)gap,heff
= 20 cm2/Vs can be calculated [18]. This value should
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be considered an overestimate of the mobility. This arises mainly from the fact

that in this regime small deviations appear from the 1D model that was assumed

in the calculations. While the Mott-Gourney theory gives I ∝ L−3, for our L/h

ratio of 25, we should have used I ∝ L−2.7 as better approximation. In the

regime L/h ≤ 15,where the current varies with the cube of the contact separa-

tion (Fig. 4.2), the values of mobility obtained with the two geometries agree

well [5]. The effective thickness that we obtain represents a upper limit. Mont-

gomery’s analysis assumes ohmic conduction in which the equipotential lines are

independent of the magnitude of the electric field, while in the SLCL regime the

current density capacity increases quadratically with the field, leading to a smaller

effective penetration depth.

4.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we report the cross-over from 1D to 2D type space-charge-limited-

current conduction in pentacene single crystals with increasing L/h for gap-type

contact geometry. For L/h < 15 the gap type contact is well approximated by

1D-space charges, whereas for L/h > 15 2D-space charges should be taken into

account. The 1D-space charges are predominant in pentacene because of the

anisotropy in resistivity.
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